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Total and partial recombination cross sections for F61
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Total and partial recombination cross sections for F61 are calculated using close-coupling and distorted-
wave theory. For total cross sections, close-coupling and distorted-wave results, which include interference
between the radiative and dielectronic pathways, are found to be in good agreement with distorted-wave results
based on a sum of independent processes. Total cross sections near zero energy are dominated by contributions
from low-energy dielectronic recombination resonances. For partial cross sections, the close-coupling and
distorted-wave theories predict strong interference for recombination into the final recombined ground state
1s22s2 1S0 of F51, but only weak interference for recombination into the levels of the 1s22s2p configuration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The free-bound spontaneous radiative emission pro
plays an important role in the determination of the lev
populations and ionization balance of high temperature n
LTE laboratory and astrophysical plasmas. This proces
conventionally described as involving either direct~nonreso-
nant! radiative recombination~RR!, which is the inverse of
the ordinary~nonresonant! photoionization process, or two
step~resonant! dielectronic recombination~DR!, which con-
sists of a radiationless electron capture~accompanied by ex
citation of the initial ion, to form a doubly excited
autoionizing state! followed by a spontaneous radiatively st
bilizing transition to a bound state.

It has been pointed out in several scattering-theory inv
tigations that the treatment of radiative and dielectronic
combination as two distinct, noninterfering processes is
strictly permissible within the framework of a rigorou
quantum-mechanical theory; see, e.g.,@1#. Over the years a
number of theoretical approaches which unify the two
combination processes have been developed. A general
turbative projection operator approach@2–5# and nonpertur-
bativeR-matrix methods@6# and a radiative optical potentia
@7,8# have provided computational approaches that can
easily applied to any atomic ion.

Many experimental efforts using ion storage rings ha
been made in searches for observational evidence of inte
ence effects in total recombination cross sections. The h
resolution achieved by these devices allows one to map
resonance structures at the order of one-hundredth of
electron volt@9#. However, even under these conditions, t
interference effects in the total recombination remain elus
As has been pointed out by Badnell and Pindzola@5#, the
largest DR-RR interference effects are in the weakest lin
which are generally buried under the stronger resonan
For most weak lines, interference effects are further s
pressed due to resonance decay to many final recomb
states.

There are cases in total recombination cross secti
PRA 591050-2947/99/59~5!/3592~9!/$15.00
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however, in which a weak resonance decays to only
level. An example of this kind of resonance has been giv
by Gorczycaet al. @10# for the Ar-like Sc31 ion at low en-
ergies. Interference effects in the total recombination cr
section are produced by the unusual resonance structure
sociated with the 3p53d2 2F terms in the recombined Sc21

ion, which radiate almost exclusively to the ground leve
3p63d 2D. Schipperset al. @11# have investigated this re
combination process, but the experiment does not allow f
conclusive test of the theoretical predictions. As has b
pointed out by the authors, limitations on the accuracy
both the calculations and the experimental measurement
present for this ion.

Experimental efforts have also been made using ion tr
to search for observational evidence of interferences in
combination. Although the ion trap experiments measur
mixture of ion stages, they have a decided advantage o
ion storage rings in that they can monitor the photon em
sion. This allows them to measure partial recombinat
cross sections, that is, recombination to a particular fi
state. However, the low-energy resolution of these devi
limits their application to very highly charged ions. The on
observation of RR-DR interference to date was reported
Knappet al. @12# in an ion trap experiment. For a mixture o
different ions (U871 to U901), the KL12L3 resonance mani-
fold with emission of a 100 keV photon exhibits a mark
asymmetry. The strength of the asymmetry was confirmed
calculations of theKL12L3 partial recombination correspond
ing to the emission of a 100 keV photon in U881 ions @13#.

In this paper we explore the possibility of finding inte
ference effects in the total and partial recombination for lo
charged atomic ions in the well-studied Li isoelectronic s
quence. We calculate the total and partial recombination
F61, associated with the 1s22pnl(n56,7) configurations in
the recombined F51 ion. We confirm the general conclusio
that substantial interference effects are not seen in the
recombination cross section. The most promising candid
for an observation of interference effects in the partial
combination cross section are the processes in which
3592 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRA 59 3593TOTAL AND PARTIAL RECOMBINATION CROSS . . .
resonance decays to the lower 1s22s2 1S0 final recombined
level. This partial recombination might be observed
counting the recombination events that occur simultaneo
with an emission of light of approximately 150 eV.

In Sec. II we review nonperturbative and perturbative a
proaches for the photorecombinaton process. The nonpe
bative theory is based on theR-matrix method for solving the
coupled integro-differential equations which arise in t
close-coupling approximation. The perturbative theory
based on the distorted-wave method. The perturbation
pansion includes the sum of selected recombination te
through third-order. In Sec. III we present the total recom
nation cross section for F61 in the energy range 0 eV to 4.
eV, calculated by using both the perturbative and nonper
bative approaches. In Sec. IV we analyze the total recom
nation near zero energy. Examples of partial recombina
which show asymmetric shapes are analyzed in Sec. V.
nally, the results are summarized in Sec. VI.

II. THEORY

Electron-ion recombination from levelj into a particular
final recombined leveli, in the presence of one projectil
continuum, may be schematically represented as

e21Aj
q1→Ai

(q21)11hn ~1!

and

e21Aj
q1
An** (q21)1→Ai

(q21)11hn, ~2!

whereq is the charge on the atomic ionA, hn is the energy
of the emitted photon, and the double star in Eq.~2! indicates
a doubly excited resonance leveln. The first of these two
pathways is called radiative recombination~RR! while the
second is dielectronic recombination~DR!.

By the use of the principle of detailed balance, t
electric-dipole photorecombination cross section for
atomic ion in a levelj to a recombined leveli is given by~in
atomic units!

s j→ i
R 5

gi

gj

v2

c2k2
s i→ j

v , ~3!

wherev is the frequency of the radiation field,c is the speed
of light, k is the linear momentum of the free electron, andgi
andgj are the statistical weights of the final recombined i
level and of the initial target ion level, respectively. Th
photoionization cross sections i→ j

v , from level i to level j, is
given by

s i→ j
v 5

4p2c2

v2k
uMi→ j

v u2, ~4!

where Mi→ j
v is the photoionization matrix element of th

corresponding transition given by

Mi→ j
v 5^c j uDuc i&, ~5!

and c i is the initial bound state,c j is the final state of the
ionized ion plus continuum electron normalized to one tim
ly

-
ur-

s
x-
s

-

r-
i-
n
i-

n

s

a sine function with energyk2/2, andD is the dipole radia-
tion field interaction in the length gauge:

D5A~2v3/3pc3! (
s51

N11

rWs. ~6!

The initial bound statec i can be represented in both th
perturbative and the nonperturbative approaches as a li
combination of different target configurations. We includ
for example, configuration interaction between the 1s22s2

and 1s22p2 configurations in the present Li-like ion calcula
tions.

The final statec j is computed in a nonperturbative ap
proach by solving the coupled integro-differential equatio
which arise in the close-coupling approximation@14#. This
approach can be implemented by using the standard inte
region R-matrix codes @15,16# and the external region
R-matrix code developed by Seaton and co-workers~see, for
example, Ref.@15#!. We use here an extensively modifie
version of these codes written by Badnellet al. @17#. The
close-coupling approach automatically includes many in
ference processes, such as interferences between reson
through the continuum, and between the resonances and
the nonresonant photoionization background. Furtherm
modified versions of theR-matrix codes can incorporate ra
diation damping via an imaginary optical potential@7#.

A computationally faster approach for recombination
based on a perturbation method using distorted waves
that case, the final statec j is represented by a distorted wav
coupled to a target wave function. In order to include int
ference effects in this approach, it is necessary to calcu
higher-order terms in the perturbative expansion. The mo
fications to the first-order expression for the photoionizat
process due to the presence of resonances may be de
using either bound-continuum configuration-interacti
theory @18# or diagrammatic many-body perturbation theo
@19#. The contribution from a single autoionizing resonan
fn yields the following modified matrix element:

Mi→ j
v 5^c j uDuc i&1

^c j uVufn&^fnuDuc i&
Dn1 iGn/2

1^c j uDuc i&S 2 i
An→ j

a /2

Dn1 iGn/2D . ~7!

In this expressionGn is the width of thefn resonance state
andDn5E2En is the energy detuning from resonance. T
electron-electron interaction is given by

V5(
s51

N

urWs2rWN11u21, ~8!

and An→ j
a is the autoionization rate from the autoionizin

staten to the final statej

An→ j
a 5

4

k
z^c j uVufn& z2. ~9!

The second term in Eq.~7! represents a photoexcitation
autoionization process, which is the inverse of the diel
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FIG. 1. Total electron-ion recombinatio
cross sections for the F61 ion, through the
1s22p6l resonances.~a! Distorted-wave calcula-
tion without interference between DR and RR
The dashed-line curve represents the RR reco
bination. ~b! Distorted-wave calculation includ
ing interference between DR and RR.~c!
R-matrix calculation.
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tronic recombination process. The last term in this expr
sion is responsible for the asymmetric shape of
resonances.

Combining Eqs.~3!, ~4!, and~7!, the total distorted-wave
recombination cross section in the presence of an isol
resonance may be expressed as

s j→ i
R 5s j→ i

RR 1s j→ i
DR 1s j→ i

RR Bn
aF2qi j

n en1Bn
a22

en
211

G , ~10!

wheres j→ i
RR ands j→ i

DR are the RR and DR cross sections fro
i to j, respectively:

s j→ i
RR 5

gi

2gj

8p2

k3
z^c j uDuc i& z2, ~11!

s j→ i
DR 5

gi

2gj

8p2

k3 U^c j uVufn&^fnuDuc i&
Dn1 iGn/2 U2

, ~12!

the Fano line-profile parameter@18# is defined as

qi j
n 5

^c j uVufn&^fnuDuc i&

^c j uDuc i&
An→ j

a

2

, ~13!

Bn
a is the autoionization branching ratio given byBn

a

5An→ j
a /Gn , anden5Dn /Gn/2.

The presence of the variableen in Eq. ~10! produces the
asymmetry of the peaks, since this variable changes the
at energies below and above the center of the peak, lea
to a different interference effect at each side of the peak
we neglect the last term in Eq.~7! coming from third-order
perturbation theory, the last two terms inside the bracket
Eq. ~10! disappear. In addition, the entire last term of E
~10! vanishes on energy averaging the recombination c
section.
s-
e

ed
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ng
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.
ss

The distorted-wave approximation presented here, wh
includes interference effects only between the DR and
processes~i.e., resonance-background interferences!, is valid
for resonances having small values of the principal quan
numbersn. For extension to highern, the treatment has to b
generalized to allow overlapping resonances~i.e., resonance-
resonance interferences!. Such a treatment through the use
the projection operator formalism has recently been given
Robicheauxet al. @20# and Griffin et al. @21# for the case of
DR in the presence of an electric field. The resonance e
gies, bound and continuum wave functions, matrix eleme
and rates needed to evaluate the above equations for the
recombination cross section are calculated using theAUTO-

STRUCTUREprogram@22#.

III. TOTAL CROSS-SECTION RESULTS FOR F 61

In an earlier paper@23#, distorted-wave calculations fo
the complete dielectronic recombination spectrum of F61

were compared with the experimental data obtained us
the Aarhus University tandem accelerator, showing v
good agreement. With the advent of new techniques for
lowering of the transversal temperature in the ion stora
ring devices@24#, considerable higher-resolution measur
ments of DR are now possible. In this paper we focus on
first two peaks of Fig. 5 of that earlier paper. With the i
crease in accuracy of the cooler-ring devices, experime
are able to resolve the structure of these peaks, missed in
earlier experiment.

Results of the total recombination cross section throu
the 1s22p6l resonances in F51 are presented in Fig. 1, while
recombination through the 1s22p7l resonances is presente
in Fig. 2. For each of these figures we have calculated
cross sections using the perturbative distorted-wave me
@~a! and~b!# and the nonperturbativeR-matrix method~c!. In
part ~a! of these figures, the calculation neglects interferen
between radiative and dielectronic recombination. In orde
show the separate contribution of each process, the radia
recombination is shown in the dashed curves. In Fig. 2
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FIG. 2. Total electron-ion recombinatio
cross sections for the F61 ion, through the
1s22p7l resonances.~a! Distorted-wave calcula-
tion without interference between DR and RR
~b! Distorted-wave calculation including interfer
ence between DR and RR.~c! R-matrix calcula-
tion.
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RR curve coincides with the axis. In part~b! the curves in-
clude the quantum interference between the two proces
All the calculations have been performed in intermedi
coupling, and we have shifted the calculated energies of
1s22s 2S0 , 1s22p 2P1/2, and 1s22p 2P3/2 levels of the
Li-like F61 ion, in order to agree with the experimental va
ues@25#.

We have included in the three-levelR-matrix calculation
the 1s22s and 1s22p configurations of the recombining F61

ion. This Breit-Pauli close-coupling calculation includes co
figuration interaction between all the levels associated w
the 1s22snl and 1s22pnl configurations of the recombine
F51 ion. The R-matrix method also includes configuratio
interactions between the resonances and the continuum s
associated with the recombining ion configurations. We h
not included radiation damping in theR-matrix calculations,
since for this low-Z ion the resonance widths are complete
dominated by the autoionization width.

In the distorted-wave calculations through the 1s22p6l
resonances, we have included configuration interaction
tween the F51 ground configuration 1s22s2 and the
1s22s2p, 1s22p2, 1s22pnl, and 1s22s6l configurations.
For the recombination through the 1s22p7l resonances, we
had to cut back some of the configuration interactions,
glecting the higherl levels of the configurations 1s22p3l
and 1s22p4l , and we neglect also the 1s22s6l configura-
tion. On the other hand, we added configuration interacti
with the 1s22p7l and 1s22s7l configurations. Radiative
transitions from the autoionizing 1s22pnl levels have been
calculated to all the lower levels, and we also have includ
cascades~radiative transitions between the autoionizing le
els!. The importance of radiation damping can be easily
timated by using the distorted-wave method, and we fou
that these effects are negligible.

The best candidates for the investigation of interfere
effects on the total recombination are, in general, the lo
energy peaks. In this energy range, both the radiative
dielectronic recombination have a large cross section. C
es.
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parison between Fig. 1~a! and Fig. 1~b! shows that both re-
sults are almost identical. There is a small difference
tween the calculations that include and neglect
interferences between DR and RR at the very low-ene
range~below 0.1 eV!. These effects are so small that the
might not be observed even in the high-resolution ion stor
ring experiments.

Either for Fig. 1 or for Fig. 2, comparisons between t
distorted-wave andR-matrix results show a reasonab
agreement. The energy position of the resonances at
resolution is very sensitive to the configuration interactio
included in the calculations. The similarity in the shape
the resonances obtained by using both methods indicates
resonance-background interferences are strongly suppre
Therefore, the differences between the distorted-wave
R-matrix results can be assigned to the greater configura
interaction included in theR-matrix calculations.

IV. TOTAL RECOMBINATION RESULTS
FOR F61 NEAR ZERO ENERGY

Beginning with studies on U281 @26,27#, ion-beam experi-
ments have reported unexpectedly large total recombina
rates near zero energy. For example, in Au251 @28# the mea-
sured total recombination rate is found to be over 300 tim
larger than the theoretical predictions of the radiative reco
bination rate. Experimental studies on Au491, Au501, and
Au511 @29# have shown that the absence or presence of l
energy dielectronic recombination resonances plays a sig
cant role in the overall strength of the zero energy total
combination rate.

The total recombination cross section and rate for F61

near zero energy are examined in detail in Fig. 3. The to
recombination and radiative recombination cross sections
shown in Fig. 3~a!. The main peaks at 0.031 eV and 0.04
eV correspond to the 1s22p6p 3P1 and 1s22p6p 3P2 reso-
nance levels of F51. The 1s22p6p 3P1 resonance has a
especially large width extending into the near zero ene
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FIG. 3. Total electron-ion recombination fo
the F61 ion, through the 1s22p6p resonances,
near zero energy.~a! Total electron-ion recombi-
nation cross section~solid line! and RR cross sec
tion ~dashed line!. ~b! DR cross section. Long-
dashed line: calculated by usinĝsDR&DE/2p
3L(En) @Eq. ~14!#; dot-dashed line: calculated
by using Eq.~12!. ~c! Total recombination rate
coefficient ~solid line! and RR rate coefficient
~dashed line!.
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region. At 0.01 eV the total recombination cross section
five times the radiative recombination cross section. As
moves to even lower energies, the total recombination c
section remains much larger than the radiative recomb
tion. According to Eqs.~11! and ~12!, both the RR and DR
cross sections have the same 1/k3 factor in front, thus both
contributions increase at the same rate for low energies
we express Eqs.~11! and ~12! in terms of continuum wave
functions normalized to 1/Ak times a sine function, the re
sulting bound-free radiative and autoionization matrix e
ments are somewhat independent of energy. The resu
cross sections vary as 1/k2.

The DR cross section is, in general, sharply pea
around the resonance energiesEn , and there are many peak
within a small energy interval. In most of the theoretic
calculations of DR, an average procedure@30# is applied.
The DR cross section is averaged over an energy bin of
DE. So long as this bin size is chosen to be much smaller~at
least a factor of 10 or more! than the actual experimenta
beam width, such an averaging procedure will contain
actly the same information as the originalsDR. Thus, the
bin-averaged dielectronic cross-section is defined as

^s j→ i
DR &[

1

DEEEn2DE/2

En1DE/2

sDR~E8!dE8

'
gi

2gj

8p2

kn
3

z^c j uVufn&^fnuDuc i& z2

3
1

DEEEn2DE/2

En1DE/2 dE8

Dn
21Gn

2/4

'
gi

2gj

8p2

kn
3

z^c j uVufn&^fnuDuc i& z2
1

DE

2p

Gn
,

~14!

wherekn5A2En. The bin-averaged dielectronic recombin
tion cross section fails at very low energies. At low energ
s
e
ss
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If

-
ng

d
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-

s

the 1/k2 dependence of the DR cross section can no lon
be assumed to be a constant over the bin width. To illust
the error that could arise in using the bin-averaged DR cr
section, we write

s j→ i
DR '^s j→ i

DR &

Gn

DE

2p

Dn
21S Gn

2 D 2 5^s j→ i
DR &

DE

2p
L~En!, ~15!

whereL(En) is a Lorentzian-shape function, centered at t
resonance energyEn . In Fig. 3~b! is displayed the DR cross
sections obtained by using the bin-averaged approxima
of Eq. ~15! ~long-dashed curve! and the correct DR cros
section using Eq.~12! ~dot-dashed curve!. The correct DR
cross section at low energies is no longer a Lorentzian-sh
curve. As seen in Fig. 3~a!, in the presence of a resonanc
close to threshold, the separation of the RR from the to
recombination cross section is not straightforward. It is
teresting to note that the use of the bin-averaged approxi
tion at low energies is erroneous, no matter how far the re
nances are placed from the threshold. In fact, every DR p
would give a nonzero contribution at very low energy, a
neglecting this contribution could lead to serious undere
mation of the total recombination. Finally, we note that in
of our previous work on dielectronic recombination with a
without interference effects we have made use of Eq.~12!
rather than Eq.~15!.

The total and radiative recombination rates are shown
Fig. 3~c!. The rates are calculated by folding the total a
radiative recombination cross sections with a double M
wellian velocity distribution. We usekTi50.1 meV and
kT'50.01 eV, which are near the limit of current expe
mental resolution@9#. The total recombination rate is abou
30 times larger than the radiative recombination rate at
energy of 0.001 eV. We note that a total recombination r
using the energy-averaged dielectronic recombination c
section would be very close to the total rate curve shown
Fig. 3~c!. The small difference is due to the relatively larg
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FIG. 4. Distorted-wave calculation of the pa
tial recombination cross sections for the F61 ion,
through the 1s22p6l resonances, to the
1s22s2 1S0 level. ~a! Distorted-wave calculation
without interference between DR and RR. Th
dashed-line curve represents the RR recombi
tion. ~b! Distorted-wave calculation including in
terference between DR and RR.~c! R-matrix cal-
culation.
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experimental resolution. If the temperatures in the dou
Maxwellian velocity distribution are reduced an order
magnitude, then the effect of using an energy-averaged
electronic recombination cross section is very noticeable.
the other hand, one could stay with the current experime
resolution and move to higher charge states in the Li isoe
tronic sequence. Then the differences between the co
low-energy cross section and an energy-averaged cross
tion would also grow quite large.

Finally, we warn the reader that the effect of low-ener
dielectronic resonances on the total recombination rate is
the end of the story. Even for bare ions, where no diel
tronic resonances are able to contribute, there still remai
substantial discrepancy between observed total recomb
tion rates and theoretical predictions of the radiative reco
bination rate@31#.

V. PARTIAL CROSS-SECTION RESULTS FOR F 61

Promising candidates for the observation of the bre
down of the independent-processes approximation in the
tial recombination of F61 are the following processes:

e21F61~1s22s!→F51~1s22pnl!

→F51~1s22s2 1S0!1hn1 ,

e21F61~1s22s!→F51~1s22pnl!

→F51~1s22s2p 3P0,1,2!1hn2 , ~16!

e21F61~1s22s!→F51~1s22pnl!

→F51~1s22s2p 1P1!1hn3 ,

wheren is 6 and 7 for the 1s22pnl intermediate autoionizing
configurations.

In Fig. 4 we present the partial recombination cross s
tion into the 1s22s2 1S0 final level of the recombined F51

ion. The recombination cross section obtained by adding
DR and RR, without interference, is shown in Fig. 4~a!. In
le

i-
n
al
c-
ct
ec-

ot
-
a
a-
-

-
r-

c-

e

order to appreciate the separate contribution of each proc
the RR is displayed in the dashed curve. In Fig. 4~b! is
shown the recombination cross section including the inter
ences. In both figures, the calculations were performed
using the distorted-wave method. In Fig. 4~c! is displayed the
cross section obtained by using theR-matrix calculations.
This method, unlike the perturbative method, includes
interferences implicitly and it is not easy to analyze the
separately.

Most of the contribution from the 1s22p6l resonances
has disappeared, since they cannot dipole radiate to
ground configuration. However, two peaks appear in the
combination spectra. The first peak at 0.24 eV is produ
by DR through the 1s22p6d 3D1 autoionizing level, and the
second peak at 0.62 eV is produced through
1s22p6d 1P1 autoionizing level. It appears that the dom
nant stabilization pathway is due to weak configuratio
interaction mixing between the1S0 ground level and
1s22p6p(J50) levels, and strong radiative coupling b
tween the 1s22p6d and 1s22p6p levels. These peaks resu
in the emission of approximately 157 eV x-ray light. Th
asymmetry of the peaks resulting when the interference
included is quite noticeable. Comparison between Fig. 4~b!
and Fig. 4~c! shows a reasonable agreement, both in the
sition and the shape of the resonances, between the disto
wave and theR-matrix results. This partial recombination
an example of a weak transition having strong interferen
Since the radiative transitions are allowed only by config
ration interaction, extensive calculations are needed to
count for the different correlation effects. The position a
shape of the peaks seem to be very sensitive to these i
actions.

Figure 5 shows the partial recombination cross section
the 1s22s2p 3P2 level. Figure 5~a! shows the distorted-wave
calculation of the recombination without the interference
DR and RR, i.e., the separate addition of these two indep
dent processes. The dashed curve represents the RR pr
alone. Figure 5~b! shows the distorted-wave calculation
the recombination including the interference, and in Fig. 5~c!
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FIG. 5. Distorted-wave calculation of the pa
tial recombination cross sections for the F61 ion,
through the 1s22p6l resonances, to the
1s22s2p 3P2 level. ~a! Distorted-wave calcula-
tion without interference between DR and RR
The dashed-line curve represents the RR reco
bination. ~b! Distorted-wave calculation includ
ing interference between DR and RR.~c!
R-matrix calculation.
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is shown theR-matrix calculation. The two main peaks ob
served in the figures, at 0.031 eV and 0.040 eV, corresp
to the recombination through the 1s22p6p 3P1 and
1s22p6p 3P2 levels, respectively. This particular partial r
combination cross section dominates the total recombina
cross section for these two resonances. If we compare
height of the partial cross section of the 1s22p6p 3P1 reso-
nance in Fig. 5~a! with the height of the total cross section
the same resonance in Fig. 1, we see that the ratio is a
0.75. Since for low-Z ions the dielectronic recombination
roughly proportional to the radiative rate, we can verify t
figure heights by taking the ratio of the partial to total rad
tive rates. The ratio of the partial radiative rate to the to
radiative rate is 75% for the3P1, while the ratio for the3P2
is 63%. As expressed in Eq.~10!, a peak must have a sma
Fano parameter in order to show a noticeable asymme
shape. A small Fano parameter can be obtained with la
autoionization and photoionization rates and a small ra
tive transition rate@see Eq.~13!#. The first peak of Fig. 5 has
a very high autoionization rate (An→ j

a 52.831014 Hz), a
relatively high photoionization cross section (s i→ j

v 51.7
310220 cm2), but a radiative transition rate (An→ i

r 58.3
3109 Hz) that is not small enough to produce a very sm
Fano parameter (qi j

n 5211). The second peak has an au
ionization rate coefficient ofAn→ j

a 51.331011 Hz and a
Fano parameterqi j

n 52239. This large parameter produces
symmetric Lorentzian shape in the resonance, and the re
ing shape of this particular resonance is very similar to t
obtained by neglecting the interference.

The general features in the recombination spectr
shown in Fig. 5 depend on the autoionization and radia
rates and one might expect that configuration-interaction
fects would not change the rates by such an amount so a
change the shape of the peaks. However, as in the prev
example of transitions to the ground level, the results
very sensitive to the structure calculation and the correlati
included. The separation between the peaks is small
slight changes in the energies result in large changes in
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final curves. Within the degree of accuracy in our calcu
tions, the first resonances at very low energy might actu
be located below the threshold, and therefore would van
from the recombination spectra. We also investigated
partial recombination to the levels 1s22s2p 3P0,1 and 1P1,
but they did not show any interesting interference effects

Noticeable interference effects for the recombinati
through the 1s22p7l intermediate autoionizing levels hav
been found only for the partial recombination to the grou
1S0 level, and they are displayed in Fig. 6. The distorte
wave calculations are very sensitive to configuration inter
tion, especially correlations between the 1s22p7l levels
~without these interactions, the peaks vanish!. The curves of
Fig. 6~a! and Fig. 6~b! were calculated using the distorted
wave method, and for Fig. 6~c! the R-matrix method was
employed. In part~a! of the figure, the sum of the DR an
RR cross sections, without interference, is shown, while p
~b! shows the recombination cross section including the
terferences. Configuration interaction between 1s22p7l ,
1s22pnl8 (2<n<6), 1s22s7l , and 1s22s2l 9 has been in-
cluded in the perturbative distorted-wave calculations. Co
parison between Fig. 6~b! and Fig. 6~c! shows a reasonabl
agreement between the distorted-wave and theR-matrix re-
sults. For this case, the agreement for the position of
peaks is better than 0.05 eV. The shapes of the last two p
~at 3.88 eV and 4.14 eV! are also the same for both calcul
tions, but the rates, and in consequence the height of
peaks, are higher for the perturbative calculations. The tr
sitions are very weak because they are only dipole-allow
through configuration interaction. In order to be measur
those partial recombination events which emit a photon h
ing hn'160 eV must be selected.

VI. SUMMARY

Using both perturbative distorted-wave theory and no
perturbativeR-matrix theory we have calculated the total a
partial electron-ion recombination cross sections for
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FIG. 6. Distorted-wave calculation of the pa
tial recombination cross sections for the F61 ion,
through the 1s22p7l resonances, to the
1s22s2 1S0 level. ~a! Distorted-wave calculation
without interference between DR and RR. Th
dashed-line curve represents the RR recombi
tion. ~b! Distorted-wave calculation including in
terference between DR and RR.~c! R-matrix cal-
culation.
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ground state of F61 in the vicinity of the 1s22p6l and
1s22p7l resonances. Quantum interference effects betw
the radiative and dielectronic recombination processes
found to be largest for the partial recombination cross sec
into the ground 1s2@2s212p2# 1S0 final recombined level of
F51.

The partial recombination cross section into the grou
1S0 level consists of very weak resonances having radia
decays which are produced mainly through configurati
interaction effects. These resonances are buried under o
stronger resonances and are not distinguishable in the
recombination spectra. However, they show interest
asymmetric shapes that could be observed in experimen
which the final recombination state is selected. The par
recombination cross section into the 1s22s2p 3P2 level is a
dominant pathway for some resonances, but shows a
small asymmetric shape.

We have to mention some possible qualifications to
conclusions. First, the weak partial recombination structu
are very sensitive to correlation effects. Even for this sim
Li-like ion, extensive calculations must be employed in ord
A
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to accurately find both the energy position and shape of
peaks. Second, the peaks that could show some interfer
effects in the total recombination are located very close
the threshold and have small energy separations. This m
that knowledge of the exact position of the peaks is cruc
for an accurate calculation of the cross section. The cro
section results shown here may serve as a convenient f
for future experiments attempting to observe the breakdo
of the independent-processes approximation. The analys
the factors responsible for the interference effects can hel
the theoretical search for other cases. As we show in
paper, the interference effects are not necessarily limite
highly charged high-Z ions or to special cases.
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